Spaceﬁle

SDS Mechanical Assist

Built to endure the toughest conditions, no matter what the application

Spacefile’s SDS Mechanical Assist system offers exceptional strength, durability and unrivaled versatility for an
extensive range of applications. An innovative gear reduction and drive system enables easy, ergonomic and simultaneous movement of multiple heavy-loaded carriages for
highly efficient and accessible storage.

Features & Benefits:
•

Ergonomic 3-spoke hand-wheels with revolving handles contribute to low-effort accessibility, even when
moving heavily-loaded carraiages.

•

Spacefile’s SDS Mechanical Assist system is an industry
leading product, which has been refined through
decades of research, engineering, design, and testing.

•

Anti-tip devices are a standard feature on all Spacefile
mobile systems. Additional safety options available.

Storage Solutions

Storage Solutions

Spaceﬁle

SDS Mechanical Assist

SDS Mechanical Assist - efficient,
accessible, and ergonomic

•

SDS Mechanical Assist systems are designed to accommodate any of Spacefile’s shelving products as well as
integrate with third-party shelving and custom storage
solutions.

•

Spacefile’s innovative and extensive line of track and
decking configurations provide an ideal solution for any
application and facilitiate installation on virtually any
surface.

•

Custom engineered carriages are available for unique
applications.

•

Expand, reconfigure and relocate your system with fully
re-usable components. SDS Mechanical systems are
designed to adapt to changing storage needs.

Storage Solution:
Mechanical Assist carriages
come in a variety of widths
and can hold uprights
with heights up to 16 feet,
meaning it can be configured to solve your storage
challenge.

SDS Mechanical system configurations:

About Spacefile
Spacefile International Corp. is a world leader in high-density storage,
providing insights into how to successfully integrate mobile, static
and customized modules into comprehensive storage solutions.

Designed to move:
• LT 4-Post Shelving
• S-Line Industrial Shelving
• Cantilever Shelving
• ThinLine Tier Shelving
• Weapons Storage
• Third-Party Shelving

Our designs showcase ways to increase storage up to four-fold, with
North American built products of uncompromising quality, attention
to detail and best-in-class value. We are a North American-based
manufacturer located in Toronto, with extensive experience in retail,
corporate, library, museum, healthcare, government, industrial, and
athletic applications.
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Storage Solutions

Designed for rugged
reliability, they can move
immense weights smoothly,
and easily.

